meet the PANEL
3/ Jonathan Adler
HOME-FURNISHINGS
DESIGNER, TASTEMAKER

ONLINE ADDICTIONS:
Apartment Therapy, Design Sponge, Mrs. Lilien, Unhappy Hipsters, Pinterest.

PERSONAL LUXURIES:
Not to sound too much like a Sparty Spice, but a lap pool and a home gym.


6/ David Cafiero
INTERIOR DESIGNER, OWNER OF THE ANTIQUES STORE CAFIERO SELECT

INSPIRED BY: Albert Hadley, Billy Baldwin
PERSONAL LUXURIES: Vintage copper pots.
ADVICE: My grandmother always said, "Use it up, wear it out, make do, or do without."
MANTRA: Before you move in, spend time in your empty house alone. Watch the light change and imagine yourself in it.

7/ Lili Diallo
SET DESIGNER, PROP STYLIST

SIGNATURE: Eclectic, relaxed chic, with touches of bright color.
ONLINE ADDICTIONS: Emma Designblog, Decorative Traces, Hey Billie, Refinery29.
IF I COULD USE ONLY THREE SOURCES: The store Flair, the catalog CB2, and One King’s Lane or Zinc Door online.

8/ Todd Oldham
DESIGNER, HABLE CONSTRUCTION CO-FOUNDER

INSPIRED BY: The Victorian period. And Josef Frank, who thought a lot of pattern could make your mind relax more than beige on beige.
ONLINE ADDICTIONS: SF Girl by Bay, Design Sponge, Quintessence, Instagram.
ADVICE: Don’t scrimp on fixtures.

9/ Phoebe Howard
INTERIOR DESIGNER, STORE OWNER, AUTHOR OF THE JOY OF DECORATING (STEWART, TAVORI & CHANG, $50)

IF I COULD USE ONLY THREE SOURCES: Rogers & Goffigon, Stark Carpet, French antiques.
MANTRA: Decorate for who you are, not who you want to be.

10/ Gil Schafer
ARCHITECT, AUTHOR OF THE GREAT AMERICAN HOUSE (RIZZO, $55)

SIGNATURE: Updated Greek Revival and Federal architecture, "livable traditions" with contemporary function.
IF I COULD USE ONLY THREE SOURCES: Istdibs, John Rosselli, Patterson, Flynn & Martin.
MANTRA: Avoid gimmicks.

11/ Annie Selke
DESIGNER BEHIND PINE CONE HILL AND DASH AND ALBERT RUG COMPANY, AUTHOR OF FRESH AMERICAN SPACES (CLARKSON POTTER, $45)

INSPIRED BY: Albert Hadley, Sister Parish, Bunny Williams rocks.
MANTRA: Buy what you love. You can always make it work.
PERSONAL LUXURIES: Custom dog beds, great sheets, a showerhead that doesn’t spit on you.